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Mark Green

Professionally published, British born author of fantasy and horror. 

Mark’s publications currently include; Grey Faction: Arrival of the 

Grey Queen, The Scalpel Murder, Riverside Mystery, Thirteenth 

Retribution, Detective Michael, Nexus Comics, Jinhai’s Justice 

comic, Grey Faction: School Wars, Vampire Attack: Empire of 

Shadows, Corpses ‘N’ Things Anthology, and Melodies of a 

Madman poetry. You may purchase any of them on his author

 page www.amazon.co.uk/-/e/B01I84HJ9E or most major retailers.
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Vampire Culling
by Mark Green

 

Vampires seek not the light,
the renown of humans obsess upon

For in mass we become a blight
For in mass we reek of destruction

Fearing renown, we bring the bloody end 
to the weak and violent

We are might, peerless construction
But repent by keeping peace

For in mass we become a blight
For in mass we reek of destruction
To keep the hosts of eternal red life

We cull our own...
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The Hunt
by Mark Green

Prowling night, skies alight
Scattering sight, warping shadows
Eyes bulge, panic, gasp, stumble

Prey falls, screams, rasps, I lunge!
Rip, roar, trussed up like a bloody boar

I take the plunge
Crimson life spills, I take my fill

Licking lips, red death smears against my fangs
It stains, but taking no pains, a delight to hunt

Beneath a fake life, darker than night
away from the light

Beyond sight
I hunt...



Fledgling Desire
by Mark Green

Watching on a stillness night
Latching sight upon my desired prey
Happenstance they caught my gaze

Say not it is foolish, the challenge a delight
I shall raze their defences asunder another night
For now I watch, I wait, I burn with bloody lust

Their gaze meets mine, I duck down, merging into dark
But hark they dismiss thine sight, 

and return to protected light
Soon I will suck, bite, and dine, drink my red fill, 

but another night
For now I watch, I wait, and burn with bloody lust
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Ronald Terry

Raised in Jackson and Meridian, Mississippi, 

Ronald Terry earned an M.A. in English from the 

University of Southern Mississippi, where he wrote 

his Master’s Thesis on the poetry of Ted Hughes 

(“Ted Hughes and the Power of Darkness”). 

Ronald started his career as a Secondary School 

and Community College teacher but for the past 

28 years has worked as a Technical Writer in 

Dallas/Fort Worth, Texas. He published his first 

poem in 1980; since then his poems have appeared 

in many print and online publications such as 

Poetrybay, Dead Snakes, Night Cry, Space and 

Time, Amanita Brandy, The Horror Zine, Bete 

Noire, Eternal Haunted Summer, among others.
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Hunger
by Ronald Terry

 

My hands are cold.
They reach to touch you,

radiating shocks
like floating frost,

opening your body
like a flower to the sun,
revealing blue marble.

  
Remember,

all things pass,
even from memory.

Marble monuments crumble,
allowing rain to intrude

and bring dissolution
to layers of dust,

broken to microscopic level
and then to nothing. 8



Life Everlasting
by Ronald Terry

 
Weeping beneath the cedars,

caught in Fate’s medieval singularity,
a large rusty moon

slants its gaze over roofs,
through green treetops.

 
Voices without form chant away,
boring tunnels through fabric,

building skeleton scaffolds
to hold back darkness.

We are spread as dust over the earth
beneath gray clouds dripping ashes,

as a constellation of sighs
spins its way to morning. 

 

 

The masks that rise
melt into our skulls.

I fade from the mirror,
holy, haloed by the faces of women. 9



 

You must decide
between breath

and the chance to dream
your shadow alive,

may it rise,
your only child,

wrapped in light.
 

 

 

Daughter of night,
thy beauty awaits
thee in heaven.

Vampire‘s Love Song
by Ronald Terry

 
Daughter of my dream,

so lovely in sleep
in her own white bed

where no shadow approaches,
island of a lost world.

 

 

Daughter of my dream,
so lovely in sleep,

never to stir.
Her bedside candles burn forever,

awaiting light
from her closed eyes

10



Courtney Upah

My name is Courtney Upah and I am a writer from 

Spencer Iowa. My passions are writing and helping 

people so I hope you enjoy my work. If you do and 

want to see more I have an author page on Face-

book and a blog where I post more of my work 

at https://upahwordpress.wordpress.com/.
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My Cheeseburger
by Courtney Upah

 
Your neck is so close,

it’s infuriatingly seductive, tantalizing.
I can feel your breath.

I can see every time you swallow,
every time you breathe, and

when you blink you barely miss me with your long lashes. 
The worst part is I can hear your heartbeat.

Don’t get this close love,
it’s too much. 

Imagine someone dangling a cheeseburger
right in front of you when you’re starving,

but you’re not allowed to eat.
That’s how it feels to me.

I love you so I wish I didn’t feel 
or think this way, but I do.
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You are so much more than food.
You give my extremely long life purpose,

and you’re one of the few people I can
trust and talk to. 

My greatest fear is hurting you.
Don’t get too close love.

I don’t want your heart to change 
because of a monster like me.
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“Are you not afraid, girl?” 
The vampire asks stopping inches in front of my face. 

“I’ve heard stories that you guys used to be human, and are 
actually normally nice, so you don’t scare me.”

I answer, but to this the vampire laughs. 
“Ah, yes, stories. You shouldn’t believe 

everything you’re told.” 
The vampire advises leaning forward and biting my neck. 

I can feel blood start to flow down my neck
 and seep into my blouse.

“Am I going to become a vampire now?” 
I ask, bright eyed. I’m sure I would love life as a vampire.

“Certainly not, my dear, but thanks for the snack. 
You won’t remember any of this come tomorrow.”

After the final remarks I blinked and the vampire vanished.
That guy didn’t sparkle and he wasn’t romantic at all.

Was he really a vampire?

14

How I met a Vampire
by Courtney Upah

All my life I dreamed of meeting a vampire,
then one day it finally came true.

I was alone in a dark alley walking home 
from high school when a vampire cornered me

against a brick wall. 
“Hi, my name is Bell, what’s your name?”

I ask as the vampire slowly walks towards me 
bearing his fangs. He’s wearing a black suite and cape.



Cheryl Ann Fletcher

I am a mother, a blue collar worker, a published 

poet, an outstanding college student and an educa-

tor. I am a woman from Middle America who has 

lived what many would consider a typical, produc-

tive and happy life. I explored new horizons, but 

always returned to my roots in America’s heartland.
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Good Night
by Cheryl Ann Fletcher

I bleed you bleed
To fulfill the hunger and the need

Feeling your warmth running throughout my veins 
Still ... the hunger remains

I come to you by day or night
Your darkness is such a delight 

Your submission is warm and true
Feeding off each other until we’re blue

I could never stray from the endless supply 
With you I know I’ll never die

Your cravings for me I never question why
We’re from the same breed

And, we understand our souls will never be freed
Yet we still bleed. 

So we’ll never see the light
Forever walking at night

It’s a world only some will understand
Not a world for the mortal man. 16



Anatoly Belilovsky

The author Anatoly Belilovsky writes and translates mainly 

short and flash speculative fiction. He is a member of SFWA 

and Codex Writers, with over 40 sales to markets such as 

NATURE, F&SF, and Unidentified Funny Objects.
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A Poem Written in Great Hurry, 
because Time Stands not Still

by Anatoly Belilovsky

Look in your mirror. Ask your ever-absent face
When last it laughed or in chagrin turned red.

Years wither not, nor centuries erase
The beauty of the soulless undead.

    You offer me the same, and though it’s hard
    To see the downside, or an adverse effect
    Of being, literally, an immortal bard,
    Yet this kind offer I regretfully reject.

   I’ll write as I do now. ‘Tis my task
   To set down words before my fleeting vision fades.
   What have you written lately, may I ask?
   For instance, since the end of the Crusades?18



                        Melinda M. Sands

Melinda M. Sands is a college instructor who spends enjoys zombie, 

virus, and apocalypse novels, chardonnay, and the laughter and 

smiling faces of her beautiful family. She earned an M.A. in 

English in 2011 and lives on Florida’s barrier islands.
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Bite
by Melinda M. Sands

Dinner.
Cocktails.
Nuzzling.
OUCH!
A bite.

Never expected teeth.
Blood, too.

Oozing, looks delicious.
Guzzling.

He looks pale.
I wish I hadn’t bitten so deep.
He might have been a keeper.
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Ray Prew

Ray Prew was originally from Rhode Island, but now lives in Flor-

ida. He is a graduate of the New England Institute of Technology. 

Ray has been a blue-collar worker all his life, and started writing 

as a hobby. He spent 9 enjoyable years as a phone psychic. Ray’s 

work has been published in Spinetinglers magazine one of the 

stories was used in a trivia quiz. Two Spinetinglers stories are on 

You Tube, one story called “Some Monsters Are Real” is narrat-

ed by someone, and the other was made into a short video called 

“Let me out by Ray Prew”. He has been published in Blood Moon 

Rising, Aphelion magazine as well as several other magazines. 

He has an anthology book of published and unpublished stories 

available on Amazon called Delightful Nightmares. His work has 

also appeared in the anthology Vicious Circle Season One put out 

by Sinister Grin.
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The Vampire‘s Lament
by Ray Prew

I spread my wings against the nighttime sky, 
darkness has come and it’s time to fly.

My hunger for blood consumes me and I must feed, 
that wretched hunger, that wretched need. 

Throughout the centuries I’ve always asked why. 
Why was I so weak as to become a creature of the night? 

Blood, I hate the taste, and I hate my need worse. 
What I thought would be an adventure, 

has now become my curse. 
For the people I’ve hurt and for the lives I’ve taken, 

surely by God I have been forsaken. 
I chose to become a vampire long ago, 

now my heart and soul is filled with sorrow and woe. 
I have no chance of redemption, 

no hope of escaping this fate. 
Now I have a horrible thirst that I must slake. 
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It must be human blood for I can drink no other kind. 
Each night a new victim I must find. 
Each night a new innocent must die. 

Each night I ask myself why, why, why. 
How I wish someone would drive a stake 

through my chest and finally put my soul to rest. 
I’ve taken many lives over 400 years, 

and I’ll take many more before I’m through. 
Perhaps my next meal might be you.

23



Josh Darling

Born on Long Island, Josh Darling was first published at the age of 17, back in the days 

of zines. After heading to college he couldn’t get arrested as a writer and tried his hand 

at film, where he also couldn’t get arrested. He worked oddball jobs to make ends meet 

including short order cook, answering phones at the Home Shopping Network, and tele-

marketing for conmen. He settled in Florida where he resides happily unmarried with the 

love of his life and their son. When not writing fiction, poetry, or horror movie reviews, 

he is hard at work as a ghostwriter.
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Dear Mr. Lugosi

by Josh Darling

Dear Mr. Lugosi,

I’ve been a very good boy this year. I ate my neighbor’s cat, 
no one noticed. And I have been going to black mass every 

week, even though it is boring, and I know most of my 
Satanic rites. 

My brother said he does not believe in you. He is older than 
me. He says that you do not go around on Halloween giving 

good children the monsters they wished for. I kicked him 
really hard in his ding dong for saying that.

I really really really want a vampire bride to do my bidding. 
Not only will I have her kill any dumb girls dressed like 

Disney princesses on Halloween, but I can tell her to 
lift up her dress so I can look at her ta-tas. 

25



If not a vampire bride, I want a Frankenstein Monster 
so he can kick my brother in the ding dong really very hard. 
Also, there is a bully at school, he won’t mess with me and 

my Frankenstein Monster. 

No zombies this year. They were fun last Halloween but 
smelled gross after a day or two. My Dad shot them in their 
heads after they ate people who did not give out good trick 

‘r treating candy. My Dad buried them in our neighbor’s 
backyard. My Daddy says the neighbors will have a 

surprise this Halloween at midnight when they 
re-Annie-mate, I don’t know what that means 

but it sounds fun.

I hope you’re having a good time in Transylvania. Making 
all these monsters in time for Halloween with your 

magic elves must be hard. I remember what you said, 
“No, no, Dracula never ends...” And please don’t.

P.S. Remember the vampire bride should have big ta-tas.
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Kelly Helen Thompson

Originally from North Dakota, Kelly has made her way to 

Florida acting, writing and producing in a variety of projects. 

While most of her work has been in “B Movies” she has live 

performances at various places. Her theater experience 

includes The Lion in Winter, and Dracula, for Mad Play 

House. Aces Productions Murder On Blue Berry Hill. 

Kelly’s film work includes, Assignment “Witches Talisman”,

 A2: The Anomaly, The Trap, Scum Bags, Sacrifice, Slasher 

Weekend, and American Holocaust, Big Foot Mob Boss, 

Crack Baby Billionare, One By One and a variety of commercials. 
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Distance

by Kelly Helen Thompson

His words of ice had no meaning. Actions so sweet.
Tender and passionate dropping to his knees.

Longing and yearning as he flew away.
Wondering why he wouldn’t stay.

They night turned cold. Gray dust in the sky.
A prayer to fly was never answered.

The love shared no one could understand.
Not even the ones who held it in, their hands.

.

28

He crushed her heart many a times.
She did not consider this to be a crime.
Loyal to him. She wanted no one else.

He didn’t understand the beating heart.
But he loved her drifting, apart.

The wind swept him in 
then he landed in her arms once again.

Passionate kisses from head to toe.
A forbidden action from dust till dawn.

Age no origin mattered to either.
The earth stood still and it was just them.



Claire Marie de la Grange

Claire Marie de la Grange is a freelance writer and award winning 

traditional poet living in Washington State.  Her novel, The Varacolaci 

Annals, is a captivating reflection of a life-long love of classical fiction.  

Her stories and classical poetry have been published world wide.
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Requital Darkly Spent 
(Virelai Ancien)

by Claire Marie de la Grange

Alone upon a foggy night,
With waxing moon a ghostly light,

Resounded wings.
My mind contrived a murders flight,

While lack of cawing did rewrite,
Infernal things.

Resigned to capture budding fright;
I drew the curtains snugly tight;

My nerves hairsprings.
And though a superstitious rite;

I wore a cross to non-invite,
Undead darklings.

 
The third hour rings,
And witchly brings,

A inly fright on stealthy feet.
30



My courage swings,
As terror clings,

To fragile faiths undone belief.
And thin as strings,

My reasoning’s,
Assure a vampire’s kiss is sweet.

Unvoiced inklings,
Entrée stranglings,

Awaits your breathless Marguerite.
 

Across the floor absent a creak,
Asquint, I see a shadow creep,

Phantasmaly.
Then lips are ice against my cheek,
A summer ice that burns like heat,

So wickedly.
And when she drives her daggers deep,

I begged her end my mortal keep,
And boundary.

With aching heart at final beat,
She drinks the last of my conceit,

And murders me.31

 
Immortal is my Antoinette,

My slayer whom shall not forget,
That foggy night.

A Mephistophelean vignette,
Requital casts my silhouette,

In deaths twilight.
To scorn a woman fosters debt,

My debtor e’er bleeds regret
A bloodless white.

Alas, she wishes she did beget,
A lover on the night we met,

To my delight.



Bleeding Regrets (French Virelai, 13th to 15th Century) 
by Claire Marie de la Grange

Breathless is ma chér,
Drowning in my stare,

In fright.
My Lady Montclair,

Whose lust doth ensnare,
Delight;

Chaste and unaware,
Begs this dark affair,

Tonight.

Fevered, she rouses me,
Blood a raging sea,

Undead.
My darkly bel esprit, 

Forgoing liberty,
Once bled; 

Who shall ever see, 
Less than quasi-free, 

Blood red. 32

Thus with fanged embrace, 
Naïveté’s replaced, 

With fire; 
Burning to debase, 

With a red-hot pace, 
Desire;

And soon time will erase,
Life’s blush on her face, 

A liar.

Turned she will fast, 
Till her human mask,

Doth tear; 
And thirst dims her past, 

And she drinks alas, 
Aware;

Then amidst lambaste, 
Claim her vampire caste, 

Unfair.



Godfrey Tamilia

Godfrey Tamilia is an upcoming singer, writer, and actor from Uganda. 

He was born February 2nd, 1997. He is signed to the Swangz Avenue 

Music label in Uganda and also works as a screenplay  writer for 

Pearlwood Films in Kampala Uganda. He is currently working 

on multiple novels and screenplays. 
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The Poem of Silver
by Godfrey Tamilia

It was not you, not even us all
Could save the town hood, we reside
I met a fury lad and several pale men

I won’t also forget the women among them
The red haired women with Gothic eyes

Surely, why would I lie, silver?
I made it clear that every man, all 

All of them, never woke up, not one
Not even you silver, we were dead

The furious men flew without wings
One of them flew too quickly from-- 
I said, from where I will call clouds
Maybe he was charming back back

Back in his days, he looked to have it
He looked to have lived many years

By the time he flew to me I was dizzy
Weak in fear, I had to clutch silver, I had!

It was about what he said, all of you34



He kept saying all of you, silver
We were dead, that cloudy evening

Everyone was asleep, when they flew
He told me, they were to feast on us all, 

and they needed more than us
They will eat all the infants, 

the mothers, the fathers, the animals
He again said they need more than that

Silver, I saw your blood on the streets
Their women roughed up as they feast

They took us up, the skies and left us to hit the earth
Then I asked one of them to lick your blood silver, 

she loved to, she cherished
I won’t need to live again, I told him
Not to see them fly, silver they killed

Everyone and everything, all of us
The time he flew away I was licking

From my whist, he never looked back
They said they were coming, again
They need more than what we are

And then they need more than that35



Robert W. Easton

Rob Easton is long time writer of short stories, poetry and roleplaying 

adventures for his friends and family. Caught between the twin passions of 

reading and writing, Rob focusses his energies on writing short pieces that 

he can then mine for adventure with his companions. Rob has previously 

been published in the anthology Strangely Funny III.
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The Carriage House
by Robert W. Easton

They left the light on
Smeared light infected the night

From the dirty windows of
The Carriage House

While he was tempted
Of which I am sure

He did not steal the space by the window
To look in on them

There was an old dog
Earless, tailless, nearly hideless

By the door, sleeping by the door
Naively awaiting his mistress to emerge from

The Carriage House.
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I can imagine it’s taut lips
Dark eyes under tense brows

Fingers clenching as his teeth flashed
Inside of that dirty light.

But perhaps I should have warned him
That day as we drank pale ale

That the man was what he was
Yet I claim it passed my mind entirely.

And now, my love, you know why
It is partly my fault, I am sure

Even so, I believe that even knowing
Your brother would still have gone 

And interrupted my destruction of the beast.
Bright fire cleaving the night.

Pinning hunter and meal in my cage
The pyre of the Carriage House.

He rushed in, to save his love
Pinned under flaming beams

The creature streaked out and was gone.
Too late for her, and then him.

It was all for naught.
I must start anew

To track it again, before it finds another girl
Another meal, in another place. 
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Norbert Gora

Norbert Gora is a 26-year-old poet and writer from Poland. 

Many of his horror, SF and romance short stories have 

been published in his home country. He is also 

author of many poems in English-language

poetry anthologies around the world.
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Here Comes the Admirer of Blood
by Norbert Gora

I am the embodiment of forgotten fears
a being on the border

between the life and death
the composer of tunes

woven from your dread
 

born as a result of an affair
of the night demons

they crammed into my heart
the droplets of immortality

 
I cast off the cloak of shadows

hidden in the darkness
hungry for blood

furiously pulsing through your veins

guided by the whispers of the moon
illuminated by the silver light

I am coming to you
to get the sweet liquid of scarlet

40



 

the lights go out
darkness washes over you

the admirer of blood arrives
to gain a cherry nectar of the strength

removes man’s nature
 

in the early dawn
I leave, guarded by dying gloom

but I let the virus of predatory nights
deep into your mind

 
it changes your soul

in the puppet of wild passions
infects the track of your thoughts

set them on the rails of bloodthirsty madness
 

wait for the call of deadly dusk
then the fun starts

fly across the blackness
to the epicenter of human tortures
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Mathias Jansson

Mathias Jansson is a Swedish art critic 

and horror poet. He has been published 

in magazines as The Horror Zine, Dark 

Eclipse, Schlock and The Sirens Call. He 

has also contributed to over 100 differ-

ent horror anthologies from publishers as 

Horrified Press, James Ward Kirk Fiction, 

Source Point Press, Thirteen Press etc. 

Homepage: http://mathiasjansson72.

blogspot.se/ Amazon author page: http://

www.amazon.co.uk/Mathias-Jansson/ 

e/B00BTDBYBQ/ref=sr_ntt_srch_

lnk_4?qid=1366806658&sr=8-4
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Blood Taste
by Mathias Jansson

The first fresh bite
when the skin flaws

under your sharp teeth
the taste of the first drop
of pure innocent blood
mixed with your saliva

and then the warm flood
spouting in your face
when the aorta burst

 

 
the feeling of intoxication

the sweet incarnation
the smell of death
when a vampire

find his first victim
in the night 43

 
the short fight for breath
before the calm of death
your sharp mouth knives

quickly take their lives



layla Ayobi

Layla Ayobi studied English and American Literature and Culture at Paderborn University, 

Germany, and at the University of Oklahoma, USA. Her B.A. thesis dealt with the evolution of the 

vampire showing how her favorite author Anne Rice challenges traditional representations 

of the vampire figure as a monstrous Other in the classic Interview with the Vampire. In her M.A. 

project Layla compared the illness and death poetry of Emily Dickinson and Anne Bradstreet dis-

cussing the poetesses’ visions of (im)mortality and their views on faith. Next to literature, Lay likes 

to get her teeth into music journalism and photography and devotes herself to ballet training. 
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Undying Tunes
by Layla Ayobi

never alone
never alone

voices of undead musicians
resound in my mind

filling my soul
with all that’s been sucked out

by you

 
never forlorn
never forlorn

the strings of undead orchestras
vibrate through my bones

filling my void
with all that I bled out

for you
 

so I wander
and so I roam

the dim, dark woods breathing in
some new life into
the shroud of me
so lost in undying

tunes but
 

never alone
never forlorn
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Vampire Verse: Curse of Undeath
by Layla Ayobi

Hidden truth now revealed
by Saint Sin, damned divine
as he preached life in death:

Die and live! – shedding wine
   

Blood ‘n’ fire, fire ‘n’ blood
watch me turn

Life ‘n’ death, now undeath
I’m reborn

So I thirst for your veins
drink life from your slashes

It will keep me alive
I am blessed by undeath

Cross ‘n’ stake, stake ‘n’ cross
watch me burn

Vampire verse on the Curse
no return

Tried to burst into flames
and fall into ashes

Why am I still alive
I am cursed by undeath

Blood ‘n’ fire, fire ‘n’ blood
watch me turn

Life ‘n’ death, now undeath
I’m reborn

Cross ‘n’ stake, stake ‘n’ cross
watch me burn

Vampire verse on the Curse
no return 46



Blood and Darkness
by Layla Ayobi

In blood and darkness once our home was
thrown into the cold

blinded by light
born to die

But here we are again back in blood
always, forever

wrapped by the night
Immortal

Home again
circle of life

a circle of death
In blood and darkness our home will be

So here we are again back in blood
forever, always

walking the night
Eternal

Where Angels Fear to Tread
by Layla Ayobi

Where angels fear to tread    
I fall    

and crawl towards your throne
to crash down at your feet

Accusing you I moan 
and howl

Why am I still alive?
Death bring I where I roam! 

Where demons glare I pray
and growl 

Oh spare or tear me ‘part!
But you just sit and stare
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Blood Bath
by Layla Ayobi

I’m lying here
until my breath

becomes one with the waves

I’m dying here
until my blood

becomes one with the flood

Before I drown
in the red tide

turning to crimson foam

Please hold my hand
don’t let me spill

the last drop 
of 

my 
wine 
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VAMPoetry Vol. 1
A collection of vampire verses

compiled by the Gothic Poetry Journal VAMPoetry

The Gothic Poetry Journal VAMPoetry unleashes its inaugural 
volume of versatile verses of undeath. Contributing poets Mark Green, 
Ronald Terry, Courtney Upah, Cheryl Ann Fletcher, Anatoly Belilovsky, 
Melinda Sands, Ray Prew, Josh Darling, Kelly Helen Thompson, Claire 
Marie de la Grange, Godfrey Tamilia, Robert Easton, Norbert Gora, Ma-
thias Jansson, and Layla Ayobi present their original lines featuring the 

vampire motif.

Visit our website at https://vampoetry.wordpress.com/ 

Join us on Facebook at https://www.facebook.com/vampoetry/ 


